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About the token
"CRYPTO IS UNSTOPPABLE
CRYPTO IS THE FUTURE." - CHARLES HOSKINSON

The CHARLES token has a yield-generate contract on BSC
(Binance Smart Chain) when the token holders get rewarded
in ADA (BEP20). The mechanism incentivizes token holders to
hold in order to earn dividends from the transactions.

About us
We - the adacoin.hu team - runs a small but dedicated Cardano community in
Hungary. We’ve been in the Cardano scene since December of 2020, when the
team has started a Cardano news portal. A few months later we built our own
Cardano stake pool (ticker: GULAS) and the community had started to grow
rapidly. Since then we’re active on almost all major social platform.
In April, 2021 we applied for (and received!) the IOHK ‘s delegation programme, which means they support
stake pool operators running single pools helping support the Cardano network and community.
Since the start we had a few more projects related to Cardano like a reward calculator website
(https://cardanostakepool.io) or translating Yoroi to our native language.

ATTENTION! THIS PROJECT IS TOTTALY A COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION! WE ARE NOT
CONNECTED WITH CARDANO FOUNDATION OR ANY OTHER GLOBAL CRYPTO COMPANY!

The goals
We would like to
pay tribute to Charles Hoskinson, founder of Cardano, and offer an
alternative way to earn ADA for Cardano stake pool delegators
create a token on BSC that can be trusted and the liquidity not to be
rug-pulled during overnight
do good and give back to the community (supporting the
holders/delegators)

Tokenomics
Buy transactions has an automatic 14%, while sell
18% transaction tax which is divided as follows:

Buy
1 Billion
Total supply

Sell

14%
fee

18%
fee

10% Reward
3% Marketing
1% Development
10% Reward
4% Marketing
3% Buyback
1% Development

The reward system
The Highlander effect:
At every transaction the hodlers are rewarded by ADA token.
The amount of the reward depends on the number of Charles
tokens that you keep in your diamond hands.

So it doesn't matter if you see a red or green colour in the chart,
you will smile.

Our roadmap
The Beginning

Development Stages

Growing Up

Fair Token launch

Coingecko, CMC listing

Bridge BSC to Cardano

Creation of socials

International marketing

Charles farming pool

Website Launch

Paid advertisments

Charles stakeing pool

National marketing

Social competitions

Influencer marketing

300 Charles Holder

2500 Charles Holder

Massiv advertising

500 Telegram Members

3000 Telegram Members

6000 Charles Holder
5000 Telegram Members
More to be announced...

Find out more at
https://charlestoken.io

